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Initiation of deep convection

• Adiabatic parcel theory: 3 necessary conditions 

for deep-convection initiation (DCI)

– Conditional instability

– Adequate moisture

– Vertical lifting to LFC

• Not sufficient, however, because entrainment of 

environmental air and adverse vertical pressure 

gradients tend to suppress initiation

CAPE > 0

When CIN > 0
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Overcoming entrainment

• Nature: characteristics of parcel at cloud base

– Larger cores better withstand effects of entrainment 

(Khairoutdinov and Randall 2006; Kirshbaum and 

Grant 2012)

• Nurture: environmental conditions during ascent

– Lapse rate of cloud-bearing layer must be sufficient to 

maintain buoyancy (Houston and Niyogi 2007)

– DCI favored when background midlevel flow is 

moister (Derbyshire et al 2004) or when local column 

is moistened by previous cumuli (Kirshbaum 2011)
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Question

• Past studies have focused on horizontally 

homogenous environments, but most DCI 

occurs over mesoscale convergence zones

– Wilson and Schreiber (1986): most deep convection 

over the Great Plains US initiated by MCZs.

– Kang and Bryan (2011) and Houston and Niyogi

(2007) studied MCZs, but not the question of nature

vs nurture.

Which processes control DCI over MCZs, and 

what are the roles of nature and nurture?
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Cloud-resolving simulations

• cm1 model v3.7 (Bryan and Fritsch 2002)
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CAPE sensitivity
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RH sensitivity
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Circulation development
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Control simulation + RH sensitivity
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Thermal tracking

• Find interconnected spatial points “core” points 

in 3D; connect in time based on overlap

– Core defined by vertical velocity and cloud-liquid-

water thresholds 
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Tracking results:

ultimate cloud depth vs. initial core area
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Tracking results:

Core properties binned with size
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Core size important: what controls it?
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Moist instability
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Moist instability: tracking results
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Environmental moistening
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Midlevel winds (3-6 km shear)
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Wilcoxon test
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Nature vs nurture
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Number of clouds reaching 8km:



Nature vs nurture

• In marginally unstable flows, nature is critical

– Severe suppression from entrainment: larger cores 

more successful

– Initial core size is the only cloud-base parameter with 

predictive value (not shown)

• When environment (nurture) is more supportive, 

nature becomes secondary

– Entrainment can no longer suppress DCI, even for the 

smallest cores
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Summary and conclusions

• Cloud-resolving simulations and thermal tracking to 
quantify DCI sensitivities over idealized MCZ

• In a given environment (nurture), initial core size the 
most important cloud-base parameter (nature) 
controlling DCI

• Nurture (midlevel RH and winds, and CAPE) 
controls sensitivity to core size
– Strongest sensitivity in most hostile environments

• Current findings over MCZ consistent with DCI in 
horizontally homogeneous environments
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